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Connection and use instructions for the FM 1012 Wireless  
FM modulator in a Ford Transit Van. 
 
The FM 1012 is a wireless FM modulator that has an internal battery.  To charge, use the 
included USB to Micro USB cable and connect to ANY USB charger.  In the Ford Transit vans, 
use the dash mounted USB socket ahead of the drink tray.  The FM 1012 can be connected to 
that USB all the time to ensure a full charge. 
 
Now that the FM 1012 is charged here are the steps for connection and PA operation. 
 

1. Turn on your FM radio and find a space on the FM dial that doesn’t have a radio station 
in your area… only white noise.  If you travel long distances, you might find the blank 
frequency in one town might be used by a radio station in another town, so changing 
stations while traveling may be required? 
 

2. Note the blank frequency number and pre-set it into the radios memory preset 
buttons. (e.g. 88.3 MHz into preset #1) 
 

3. Turn on the FM 1012 and tune it to the same frequency number.  (e.g. 88.3 MHz)  
You’ll notice that when you turn the FM 1012 to match the exact frequency, the white 
noise on the radio will stop.  This confirms that the radio has found the FM 1012.  
NOTE: all FM stations in North America tune in odd numbers ( e.g. 88.1 – 88.3 – 88.5) 
 

4. Connect your Ready2Talk PA 5 Portable system into the Cigar Lighter socket for power, 
then connect the male 3.5mm output plug on the PA into the female 3.5mm adaptor 
socket on the FM 1012. 
 

5. Ensure the microphone is connected to your PA 5 Portable and turned on. 
 

6. Talk normally into the mic and increase the radio volume to the desired level.  
Shazam… you’ll be talking through your radio! 
 

If you have ANY questions… just give us a call.  1 888 724-5351 


